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I think it crucial going forward that the theory community makes significant leaps forward in reaction theory and this should feature in the LRP. I would like to show the issues from an experimentalist's perspective (probably many others will do similar).
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Absolute cross sections for the addition of s- and d-wave neutrons to 14C and 14N have been determined
simultaneously via the ðd;pÞ reaction at 10 MeV=u. The difference between the neutron and proton
separation energies, ΔS, is around −20 MeV for the 14Cþ n system and þ8 MeV for 14Nþ n. The
population of the 1s1=2 and 0d5=2 orbitals for both systems is reduced by a factor of approximately 0.5
compared with the independent single-particle model, or about 0.6 when compared with the shell model.
This finding strongly contrasts with results deduced from intermediate-energy knockout reactions between
similar nuclei on targets of 9Be and 12C. The simultaneous technique used removes many systematic
uncertainties.
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Introduction.—Single-particle motion of nucleons in the
nuclear mean field is quenched by correlations, the under-
standing of which has relevance to the study of nuclear
structure, neutron stars, and beyond [1,2]. For stable nuclei,
the degree of quenching is around 0.6 and appears to be
reasonably independent of the reaction mechanism that is
used to probe it, the mass of the nucleus, the orbital-angular
momentum of the nucleon probed, and nucleon separation
energy, and it is the same within uncertainties for both
protons and neutrons [3–6].
Stable nuclei have differences between their proton

(Sp) and neutron (Sn) separation energies, ΔS, of about
$10 MeV; for proton-adding or -removing reactions,
ΔS ¼ S&p − Sn and for neutrons S&n − Sp (the asterisk
denotes corrections for excited states where relevant).
Information from intermediate-energy heavy-ion knockout
reactions on 9Be and 12C targets using radioactive-ion
beams (referred to as “HI knockout” here) has revealed
a strong dependence between the degree of quenching (or
reduction factor R, defined as the ratio of the experimental
and theoretical inclusive cross sections) and ΔS, especially
at extreme values of jΔSj > 10 MeV [5]. This trend, shown
in Fig. 1(a), has been the topic of much discussion [6].
There are limited data on nucleon-removal reactions

from such exotic nuclei with different reaction probes, such
as transfer and proton knockout, and they appear to
disagree with the results of Ref. [5], for example, the blue
points in Fig. 1(b) [7,8].

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) Degree of quenching R, as a function of ΔS deduced
from ðe;e0pÞ reactions [3] (black squares) and from knockout
reactions on 9Be and 12C targets (gray circles)—data and shaded
band from Ref. [5], compared with (b) results from the current
measurement (red triangles) and previous neutron- and proton-
removing transfer reaction study of Ref. [7] (blue squares) and the
ðp;2pÞ study [8] (blue circles). The shaded band, R ¼ 0.6ð1Þ, in
(b) is to guide the eye. The ðe;e0pÞ and ðp;2pÞ measurements are
compared to the independent single-particle model and the rest,
including the present Letter, to the shell model.
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Fig. 56. The four panels of this plot show the quenching (reduction) factors for (a) electron-induced knockout reactions [87,172,237,376], (b)
transfer reactions with radioactive ion beams [55,57,203], (c) quasifree (p, 2p) proton knockout on stable nuclei (from the compilation in [239]) and
radioactive nuclei [58,59], and (d) the inclusive intermediate-energy knockout data [46]. The measurements are compared to predictions based on
effective-interaction shell-model SFs while, in the case of (e, e0p), the integrated strength is compared to the independent-particle expectation.

a strong asymmetry dependence as observed in Be- or C-induced nucleon removal at intermediate energies. Fig. 56 shows
a summary of various data from the different probes discussed in this review. For modest values of �12 . �S . 12 MeV,
all probes quantitatively agree that there is a quenching of single-particle strength, reduced to around 40%–70% of the total.
This is arguably true for �15  �S  15 MeV, within the moderately-large experimental and analytical uncertainties.

The analyses of neutron-pickup transfer data with neutron-deficient 34Ar (�S= MeV) and neutron-rich 46Ar (�S=
MeV) isotopes [55] using different methods and optical potentials lead to different conclusions regarding the presence
or absence of a strong dependence of the data-to-prediction ratio with �S [55,57]. Transfer studies based on three data
sets of oxygen isotopes [54] and analyzed within the coupled-channel formalism did not observe the strong trend from
Be- and C-induced nucleon-removal reactions. Recent (p, 2p) [58,59], covering essentially the full range in �S, do not
confirm the strong trend from Be- and C-induced nucleon-removal reactions. These data have been meanwhile analyzed
using different reaction models arriving at similar conclusions, although predictions of such reaction models can differ.
Although Be- or C-induced nucleon-removal cross sections have been analyzed with different models, the systematics of
the quenching factor as a function of �S has been investigated with only one model so far.

A recent analysis of the (e, e0p) reaction for both 40Ca (�S = �7.3 MeV) and 48Ca (�S = 5.8 MeV) employing the DOM
predicts a reduction of the spectroscopic strength of 0.71 and 0.58, respectively (see Fig. 56). The results are consistent
with earlier analyses. Two recent DOM analysis for 208Pb give consistent results of 0.69 [172] and 0.64 ± 0.06 [376],
in agreement with the value of Ref. [87], a re-analysis of the initial work of Ref. [237] which led to a now-considered-
too-low value for the quenching. All values are superimposed in the left panel of Fig. 56. The DOM links both structure
and reaction quantities and relies on experimental data to constrain removal probabilities as well as the optical potential
for these isotopes. It therefore simultaneously allows for a change in the structure properties as a function of nucleon
asymmetry but importantly also covers the change in the way continuum nucleons experience nuclei with different
asymmetry. This approach provides a distinct advantage over methods that rely on ingredients that are derived from
free nucleon–nucleon scattering data or uncertain extrapolations of phenomenological optical potentials which are not
constrained by experimental data. A continued exploration of the DOM to generate results from data-driven extrapolations
to the respective drip lines is therefore a promising approach to provide further clarification of the issues discussed in the
review. The DOM can also provide a liaison between ab initio nuclear-structure calculations and experimental results by
providing nonlocal optical potentials or conversely provide overlap functions to combine with ab initio optical potentials
that have become a focus of recent efforts some of which have been reviewed in Ref. [34].

Independently of the origin of the observed trend, we can conclude that there are inconsistencies between the direct-
reaction model conclusions. Reviewing the state-of-the-art reaction studies, we conclude that the problem cannot be
resolved at this stage. It is of utmost importance to further understand the different reaction mechanisms by dedicated
key experiments hand in hand with theory developments in the near future.

So far, most of the investigations on reaction mechanisms with very asymmetric nuclei have been performed using Be-
induced reactions. Some selected nuclei should be investigated with transfer and quasifree scattering at different energies
as well. Fig. 57 shows the �S values for ground-state to ground-state transitions for nuclei across the chart of nuclides,
for nuclei where both Sn and Sp are known. Those with |�S| & 15 MeV are naturally confined to lighter (below A ⇠ 40)
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Figure 55: The four panels of this plot show the quenching factors (interchangeable with reduction factors) for (a) lepton-induced knockout reactions [199], (b) both
adding and removing reactions on stable nuclei [200] and two examples with radioactive ion beams [173, 210], (c) proton knockout (p, 2p) reactions on stable nuclei
(from the compilation in [202]) and radioactive nuclei [222, 223], and (d) the intermediate-energy knockout data [37]. [Figures replotted from various sources –
NOTE, need to add error bars on some plots, and define stable and RI beams (particularly for the p2p)] (still to update in v2 of draft, or delete).
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Figure 56: A plot of �S values on the chart of nuclides for ground-state to ground-state transitions for all nuclei with known values of S n and S p in the 2016 Atomic
Mass Evaluation [224]. About 20% have |�S | & 12 MeV.

15 MeV are naturally confined to lighter (below A ⇠ 40)
neutron-rich or -deficient systems. Many of these, and even
those with |�S | & 18 MeV, will be available at new or up-
coming facilities and suitable energies, around 5-15 MeV/u,
to carry out quantitative cross section measurements. It is not
clear that the volume of data will ever match that available from
knockout, nor perhaps go to quite the same extremes in �S . To
avoid the challenges of absolute measurements, it is possible
that cocktail beams of exotic and stable species could be car-
ried out at the same time, allowing for a precise comparisons of

the relative quenching factors.
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of HELIOS.
The neutron-rich Ca isotopes are mentioned in Section 3.1 of this document, and also

discussed in the ReA Energy Upgrade white paper [13], the SOLARIS white paper [7], and
many other research papers. They are presently among the most actively researched chain of
isotopes in the field, and are among the most eagerly anticipated beams at ReA and FRIB.
While there is now some limited knowledge on collective excitations out to the neutron-
rich 54Ca nucleus, essentially nothing beyond 48Ca + n is known in terms of single-particle
properties. From the predicted ReA rates [22], SOLARIS will prove essential is probing
single-neutron and single-proton excitations from 48Ca to 54Ca.
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Figure 9: Simulated kinematic lines for the (d,p) [black], (d,d) and (d,d0) [red], and (d,t)
[green] reactions with an incident beam of 52Ca at 8 MeV/u and a 3-T field. The outgoing
energy of the ions as a function of position are shown. The target is at 0 cm in this plot. Si
arrays both upstream and downstream of the target would enable these three measurements
to be carried out simultaneously. With the proposed 60-cm long Si arrays, the downstream
one would sit nominally between 20-80 cm for this measurement.

By way of demonstration, we discuss two examples that are expected to be unique for
SOLARIS, combining the power of both modes of operation and the beams of ReA.

Focusing on the Si-array mode, beams of 50Ca and 52Ca are both estimated to have
intensities above approximately 104 particles per second [22]. With SOLARIS, both the
neutron-adding (d,p) and neutron-removing (d,t) reactions can be measured simultaneously
with the dual Si-array system. Figure 9 shows a simulation of the characteristic energy versus
position of the outgoing ions, in this case protons from the (d,p) reactions, which over the
forward center-of-mass angles of interest travel upstream in the solenoid, and tritons from
the (d,t) reaction, which travel downstream. In these plots, level energies in the respective
Ca isotopes were taken from the experimental unevaluated nuclear data list [42].
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FIG. 1. To-scale schematic of the experimental setup and example particle trajectories for 238U(d,pf) events. Example proton
trajectories for reactions populating the ground state in 239U (orange curves) and states around the known fission barrier at
7 MeV (purple curves) are shown for a range of center-of-mass (c.m.) proton angles. Example fission fragment trajectories are
shown for fragments with A = 138 (red curves) and A = 100 (blue curves), for a range of uniformly distributed c.m. emission
angles.

and in inverse kinematics: (9Be,8Be f) [16, 17] and mult-
inucleon transfer [17–19]. A review of the technique can
be found in Ref. [20], where questions around the degree
to which direct reactions can act as true “surrogates” for
neutron-induced compound reactions are also discussed.
For example, in near-barrier fission, the low level den-
sity leads to a strong sensitivity of the fission probability
to the spin-parity distribution of states populated in the
transfer reaction, which are plausibly very di↵erent to
those of neutron-induced reactions [21, 22]. In general
however, results compare remarkably well with neutron-
induced data.

In this work, we present a study of the transfer-induced
fission of 239U in inverse kinematics with the (d,pf) reac-
tion using the solenoidal-spectrometer technique. This is
presented as an an exploratory case where there are exist-
ing fission data, and constitutes the first direct measure-
ment of the fission barrier height using a light-ion transfer
reaction in inverse kinematics. Experiments performed
in such a way, using unstable species as a beam, clearly
permit studies of a large number of nuclei that are not ac-
cessible in fixed target experiments in normal kinematics,
nor by using multinucleon transfer on stable beams in in-
verse kinematics. There exist three solenoidal spectrom-
eters used for transfer reaction studies: HELIOS at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory (ANL) [23, 24], the ISOLDE
Solenoidal Spectrometer at CERN [25], and SOLARIS at
FRIB [26]. There are many available radioactive beams
of su�cient intensity at the facilities hosting such devices
for which the method presented in this paper may be ap-
plied. In the longer term, it is envisaged that more exotic,

neutron-rich, cases of interest will become available with
developments at the host radioactive ion beam facilities,
for example ReA at (FRIB) [27], and the LISA project
in Europe (ISOLDE) [28].

The experiment was carried out using HELIOS at
ANL. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1, along with the
calculated trajectories of reaction products. Light ions
emitted following reactions of the beam with a deuterated
polyethylene (CD2) target are transported to a four-sided
position-sensitive silicon array situated upstream of the
target surrounding the beam axis, which is itself collinear
with a solenoidal magnetic field. The Si array is used to
measure the laboratory energy and return distance to the
beam axis of light ejectiles to reconstruct the excitation
energy of residual nuclei. The 350-mm long Si array was
positioned such that the end was 55 mm upstream of the
target. In this configuration, protons from (d,p) reactions
populating states at an excitation energy of 7 MeV emit-
ted at angles from approximately 10 deg to 30 deg in the
center-of-mass frame (c.m.) hit the array. Downstream
of the target, a Faraday cup (not shown in Fig. 1) was
used to measure beam current, and an annular silicon de-
tector was used to detect elastically scattered deuterons
for a narrow range of c.m. scattering angles between
29.0 deg and 29.3 deg. The latter allows an absolute nor-
malisation of measured yields to generate absolute cross
sections.

A set of gas-filled heavy-ion detectors was used down-
stream of the target to study the subset of residual 239U
nuclei that fission. In inverse kinematics, the fission-
fragment angular distribution is strongly forward peaked
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the CD2 target in the region below the ground state, and
subtracted as shown in Fig. 2. This procedure was ap-
plied separately for the array singles and fission-gated
data, since the respective scaling factors are expected to
be di↵erent. For array singles, the data were scaled by
normalising over the region �3  Eex  �0.5 MeV, and
for the fission gated data between �3  Eex  2 MeV.
The background of time-random Si array-MWPC coin-
cidences was constant with excitation energy, and con-
stitutes 0.43% of the coincident events within the 250-ns
time window.

The fission barrier height was deduced by constructing
the fission probability as a function of excitation energy.
The probability for the equilibrated residual nucleus of
excitation energy Ex to decay via fission Pf was deter-
mined by the ratio

Pf (Ex) =
Nd,pf (Ex)

Nd,p(Ex) · ✏f
(2)

where Nd,pf (Ex) is the number of (d,p) events in co-
incidence with the detection �1 fission fragments and
Nd,p(Ex) is the total number of (d,p) events. The ef-
ficiency for the detection of protons from (d,p) events
cancels in the ratio, but the fission detection e�ciency
✏f must be taken into account for a proper normalisa-
tion. This was derived from a simulation accounting for
the reaction kinematics, geometry, ion transport in the
solenoidal magnetic field, and average charge state distri-
butions of the fission fragments. Fission-fragment A- and
Z-yields and average kinetic energy distributions were
taken from GEF [31], and the fission axis was assumed
to be oriented isotropically in the c.m. frame.

The deduced fission probability is shown in Figure 3.
The data taken with both target materials were statis-
tically limited, however an increase in the fission proba-
bility between 6 and 7 MeV corresponding to the region
around the known fission barrier (Bf = 6.46 MeV [30])
is unambiguous and is consistent with the fission bar-
rier deduced from neutron-induced fission data evalu-
ations, also illustrated in Figure 3. This is corrobo-
rated with a fit of a Hill-Wheeler function of the form
Pf (Ex) = A⇥{1+exp( 2⇡~! [Bf �Ex])}�1. The parameter
A represents the fission probability above the barrier, ~!
is the di↵useness of the barrier and Bf is the height of
the fission barrier. For the fit to our data, the di↵useness
was fixed taking the value from Ref. [30] (~! = 0.8 MeV),
due to a lack of data points defining the region around
the barrier. The barrier height is however almost totally
independent of the di↵useness. The fit gave values of
A = 0.123(15) and Bf = 6.42(12) MeV, consistent with
the value of Bf = 6.46 MeV from Ref. [30]. The shape
of the measured fission probability is consistent with the
fission probability from GEF [31] as well as data eval-
uations. The absolute magnitude above the barrier is
found to be lower than data evaluations by around 30%.
This e↵ect, at the same order of magnitude, has been ob-
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FIG. 3. (a) Experimental fission probability, as defined in
Equation 2 compared to a GEF simulation [31] (the GEF
result has been normalised to our data) and empirical Hill-
Wheeler fit with �2

red. = 0.57. The vertical line denotes the
known fission barrier height. (b) Experimental fission prob-
ability in the region around the fission barrier compared to
probabilities deduced from evaluated nuclear data libraries
(JEFF-3.3 [32], ENDF/B-VIII.0 [33], JENDL-4.0 [34]). In
the bottom panel, the experimental data have been increased
by 30% as explained in the main text.

served in similar studies in normal kinematics [13] and is
attributed to deuteron-breakup. Protons from breakup
reactions lead to a surplus of Si array events and if not
accounted for, are interpreted as being (d,p) events. This
leads to an underestimation of the fission probability.
The magnitude of this e↵ect cannot be experimentally
determined; theoretical calculations are required to ob-
tain correction factors, see for example Ref. [13]. A fur-
ther e↵ect, on the level of a few percent, is the angular
anisotropy of the fission axis in the c.m. frame which in
principle a↵ects the fission fragment detection e�ciency
✏f , see for example Ref. [35]. Both corrections, deuteron
breakup and fission anisotropy, are however not required
to extract a value for the fission barrier height reported
in this work. The (d,p) and (d,pf) cross sections are
available as Supplemental Material [36].

In conclusion, the fission barrier height of 239U has for
the first time been determined using a light-ion transfer
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